Using Wikipedia for Academic Research

____D____ Wikipedia can be a great way to:

A. Generate a list of keywords for searching elsewhere.
B. Learn background information on a topic.
C. Find additional resources on a topic.
D. All of the above.

____B____ When using Wikipedia you should cite it as a source in your paper.

A. True
B. False

____C____ Sources you find on Wikipedia should be:

A. Treated automatically as scholarly works and use in your paper.
B. Cited, but with a note that they were found on Wikipedia.
C. Evaluated individually for scholarly merit before use in your paper.

____B____ General encyclopedias should not be used as references for your paper because:

A. They have all of the information you need and using them would be cheating.
B. Their articles are a general overview of a topic, not the kind of specialized, in-depth information needed for academic research.
C. They are a great place to go for background information before you start looking for sources for your paper.